Online Reference Sources

**Literature Resource Center (Artemis)**

**Oxford Reference Online**
http://www.oxfordreference.com

Literary Reference

*Anthem dictionary of literary terms and theory* / London ; New York: Anthem Press, 2010
Main Reference PN41 .A9 2010

*The Johns Hopkins guide to literary theory & criticism* / Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins Univ., Press, 2005
Main Reference PN81 .J554 2005

*Dictionary of Literary Biography* / Gale Group, 1978-current
Main Library Stacks PN451 .D52 (Available online in Literature Resource Center)

Databases

**MLA International Bibliography**
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.asp?profile=web&defaultdb=mzh
MLA Bibliography (produced by Modern Language Association) is the most comprehensive index to books and articles published on modern languages, literatures, folklore, and linguistics. Coverage includes literature from all over the world and covers research back to 1926.

**JSTOR**
http://www.jstor.org/
Archive of selection of journals / deep backfile / covers wide variety of arts, humanities and sciences disciplines / little current content / no controlled vocabulary or subject searching

**Google Scholar**
http://scholar.google.com
Mix of scholarly content and less scholarly / some freely available articles / some web-based items / never pay for articles! Check journal finder or use ILLiad to order

**Summon**
http://oberlin.summon.serialssolutions.com/
A single platform that searches the majority of content owned or subscribed by the library. Filters and limiters allow refinements by source type, by date, language, and more.